IDENTIFICATION OF GOALS

23
What is it you are trying to accomplish with an alignment? 24 Some of the disagreement over alignment approaches comes from differences in 25 objectives among investigators. Are the data merely meant to distinguish target DNA from 26 contaminants in a BLAST search? Or is there a specific node on a cladogram you wish to test? 27
Are you aligning genomes, or genes? Are the data protein coding, structural RNAs or non-28 coding sequences? Are you trying to infer a phylogeny or estimate one? Would you rather be 29 more consistent or more accurate? Are you studying the performance of your selected programs 30 or the relationships among your taxa? Different answers to each of these questions could likely 31 lead to legitimate alternate alignment approaches. Morrison (2006) reviews the many uses of 32 alignment programs, and distinguishes phylogenetic alignments as a special subset that requires 33 attention to biological processes. Hypsa (2006) reached a similar conclusion and emphasized the 34 importance for adding complexity to multiple sequence alignments and phylogeny estimation. 35
This chapter is devoted to discussing the alignment of structural RNAs, or ribosomal RNA 36 (rRNA) and transfer RNA (tRNA) sequences, for phylogenetic analysis. We seek to have our 37 phylogenetic hypotheses be predictive, and accurate, even if accuracy is difficult ( We hope that this example will indicate where you stand on the issue of adjustment, almost like 51 the first couplet of a dichotomous key. Notice the "CTTCAGAAAAC" in the middle of the 52 figure for both the baboon and the orangutan. If these were your data, would you adjust the 53 sequences to "correct" the "errors" made by the program, or would you leave it alone, and let the 54 program make all the decisions about homology, even when it appears to have erred? Would 55 you move the nearly identical sequences between the human and the chimps into alignment? 56
Would you make decisions about nucleotides to exclude? Would it bother you if the baboon 57 grouped inside the rodents? There are no correct answers, and the choices you make have 58 implications that relate to what you wish to discover from your data, and tell a lot about both 59 your background and your objectives. If you adjust the alignment, even in this one instance, you 60 have converted to a manual alignment, with all its strengths and limitations. Adjusting the 61 alignment is an attempt to improve the accuracy of an alignment. But how do you know what 62 "accurate" is, and where do you draw the line? Is manual alignment an art form, subject to the 63 whims and biases of the aligner, or can we identify a repeatable methodology? Similarly, if we 64 criticize manual alignments as subjective and inconsistent, might these same criticisms apply to 65 computer-generated alignments? If accuracy is a concern, where do current algorithms fail? 66
Many workers could legitimately state that we cannot objectively define "errors" made 67 by the computer, and in fact, the whole concept would be counter to an optimality-based study. 68
If you are looking for the shortest tree, you should favor an alignment that reduces the number of 69 steps. Others might assume that a few errors, even if they could be defined, would be better left 70 alone, because the mass of the data should counterbalance a few random errors. But what if the 71 "errors" are not random, creating a potential for linking together unrelated groups that share the 72 same systematic biases. What if there were some higher order of conservation that we could 73 examine in making decisions about homology that does not necessarily result in shorter trees? 74 Figure 2 shows the same region of rRNA as in Fig. 1 , but has been adjusted to minimize 75 secondary structural changes predicted for this region of the molecule. Minimizing structural 76 change is also an optimality criterion for homology assessment that we support, and will explore 77 in this chapter. underlines (Kjer et al., 1994 ). An unaligned region (the "loop" portion of the hairpin stem) is 83 delimited with spaces. 84 85
ALIGNMENT AND ITS RELATION TO DATA EXCLUSION
87
One of the things that is not clear from the above comparisons ( Figs. 1 and 2 ) is what we 88 should do with the nucleotides in the "loop" portion of the hairpin stem/loop, between the 89 "TTCT" and the "AGAA". This is an extremely important issue, but somewhat outside the 90 debate about alignment. Frequently, these regions are excluded from the analysis on the grounds 91 that they are too variable to align. Some systematists find any form of data exclusion to be 92 unacceptable, and those are typically the same people who would not adjust the alignment given 93 in Figure 1 . It is clear that these regions contain many potentially informative characters. There 94 are a wide variety of treatments for these data. One option would be to transform the outgroup 95 states to "missing data" (Kjer et al., 2001) , with the idea that if you don't have any reasonable 96 confidence of homology between the rodents, and the primates, the data really are "missing", and 97 since you are interested in the relationships among the ingroup taxa, and ingroup motifs are of 98 uniform length, they could be treated as in Figure 3A . Alternatively, you could exclude the 99 unaligned nucleotides, and recode them as multistate characters (Fig. 3B) . Taken a step further, 100 a stepmatrix that calculates the minimum number of steps to transform one state to another could 101 be applied to these multistate characters (Lutzoni et al., 2001 ). For example, the fewest number 102 of steps it would take to transform ACCCC (state 5) into ACTTC (state 4) is 2, just as ACCCC is 103 two steps from ATGCC, but ACTTC is 3 steps from ATGCC. Gillespie (2004) suggested that 104 these regions are difficult to align due to the expansion and contraction of the more variable 105 hairpin-stem loops of rRNA. He proposed a method that defined regions of ambiguous 106 alignment, xxx, and regions of expansion and contraction, (called RAA/RSC/REC coding), 107 which subdivides these ambiguous regions based on their structural properties, and is directly 108 applicable to the methods of Kjer (2001) and Lutzoni et al. (2001) . A demonstration of three 109 alternative treatments is shown in Fig. 3C . 
DIFFERENTIATION OF MOLECULES
121
It is obvious that the selective processes involved in the effects of insertions or deletions 122 (indels) on the function of a gene (and thus the probability of observing such a change in a living 123 organism) are completely different for structural RNAs and protein coding genes. An indel of 124 one or two nucleotides in a protein-coding gene results in a reading frame shift, while even an 125 indel of three nucleotides adds or subtracts a codon. Thus a single indel will most likely have a 126 major effect on protein structure and function. Indels in structural RNA genes are very different. 127
The effect an indel has on structural RNA is variable across sites on the gene. For instance, 128 some regions of rRNA are highly conserved in length across phylogenetic domains whose 129 common ancestors stretch back for billions of years (Gutell, 1996) , which implies that there is 130 little or no tolerance for length variation in these regions of a functional ribosome. Other regions 131 freely tolerate insertions and deletions, as observed among the most recently divergent species 132 (Schnare et al., 1996) . So the location of indels, their frequency, and their length in ribosomal 133 There are other differences in alignment protocols that are dependent on the kinds of 140 questions an investigator is attempting to answer. Researchers who study the evolution of genes 141 need to look at structural variation. Information about how a protein evolves across kingdoms 142 included major rearrangements, missing amino acids, and large insertions, which may make 143 alignment more difficult. At the level where we observe major rearrangements of codons, there 144 is often a coincident saturation of nucleotides. On the other end of the spectrum, if you are a 145 population geneticist, looking for patterns among recently diverged populations, you may find 146 variation in non-coding regions of the genome. So investigators at both the deepest, and most 147 shallow divergence levels, may confront serious alignment problems that we do not address in 148 this chapter. A protein coding gene with so many indels that it cannot be unambiguously aligned 149 is probably not an ideal marker for phylogenetic studies (note for example, how many 150 phylogenetic papers state that their protein-coding genes were length-invariant, or that alignment 151 was trivial). Similarly, non-coding regions, like introns, are relatively rare sources for estimating 152 phylogenies. So for phylogenetic systematists, alignment problems are most frequently 153 encountered with rRNAs or tRNAs. Those who design alignment algorithms are often interested 154 in serving all investigators, however, and many programs are specifically designed to align 155 proteins, with the default parameters set for protein-coding genes. All these statements seem 156 intuitively obvious. Yet how many times in the literature have we seen phylogenetic studies 157 state in their methods sections that rRNAs were aligned with "default parameters", that is, using 158 a program whose defaults were set to align proteins? There seems to be a basic 159 misunderstanding, or at least a lack of concern about differentiating alignment processes 160 according to the effect that indels have on the kinds of genes that are being aligned (but see 161
Benavides et al., in press). We find a disconnect between alignment philosophy, and biological 162 and evolutionary constraints. relative to structural features, we suggest you download and print any two structural diagrams of 172 the same rRNA sequence from distantly-related taxa and then superimpose one upon the other, 173 and hold them up to the light (or make transparencies of each, and superimpose them on a white 174 piece of paper). If the structures between organisms are conserved, but the nucleotides within 175 these structures are relatively less conserved, then you have proved to yourself that minimizing 176 change among nucleotides does not make biological sense. It is not the number of nucleotide 177 changes that computer programs should seek to minimize, but rather, they should seek to 178 minimize change among structural features. Figure 4 shows an example. In Figure 4 , we show a 179 highly conserved stem of 5 nucleotides. The first 5 nucleotides in Figure 4 are hydrogen-180 bonded to the last 5 nucleotides, in each taxon. But that is not how Clustal X, with default 181 parameters, aligned them. If we adjust the final 5 nucleotides in the two Macromia sequences 182 (CAUAG), by inserting gaps at the arrow, the tree length increases. Whether this increase in 183 tree length is justified is dependent on what you are trying to minimize in your algorithm; change 184 among nucleotides, or change among structures. We argue that in a structural molecule like 185 rRNA, secondary structure is more conservative than primary structure (nucleotides). (As we 186 suggested that you could prove to yourself, above.) It is therefore unambiguous to favor the 187 structurally aligned panel (Fig. 4B) , over the panel which was optimized to minimize change 188 among nucleotides ( will not insert a gap in the top sequence were it "belongs", as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 5 . 252
Rather, the algorithm will continue racking up the relatively low mismatch penalties until it 253 reaches a region of biased nucleotide composition, where the program happily lines up "As" 254 together, despite their being offset by one base. It is important to note that even in random 255 sequences, we would expect every 4 th site to "match". In regions of nucleotide compositional 256 bias, the expectations of nonhomologous but identical states is much greater than every 4 th site, 257 and approaches 50%. of the nucleotides in a mammalian rRNA dataset into "A's", and all of the gaps into "C's". The 299 among-site rate-variation of indels from our so altered NEXUS file was measured on the 300 expected tree using PAUP version 4.0b10 (Swofford, 2001 ) by estimating the shape of the 301 gamma distribution (citation). The gamma distribution is best indicated by a value called 302 "alpha", whose values below 1 indicate serious among site rate variation. The alpha value was 303 0.45, confirming that variation among sites with respect to the frequency of insertions and 304 deletions is indeed highly variable. This clustering of indels has several important ramifications 305 with respect to alignment. Most importantly, it means that ideal gapcosts should vary among 306 sites (Kjer, 1995) . Typically, computer alignments are performed with fixed gapcosts. If 307 biological gapcosts vary among sites, then all analyses using fixed gapcosts will under-represent 308 appropriate gapcosts at some sites, and over-represent gapcosts at others. The "ideal average 309 gapcost", even if it were algorithmically and objectively defined would be inappropriate for most 310 sites. Kjer Hence, the practice of exploring parameter space with "sensitivity analyses", that is the testing 341 different gapcosts, in an effort to select among an infinite pool of gapcosts and other parameters 342 is problematic. Sampling around a series of parameters implies that some parameters are 343 "good", while others are "bad". This is a futile endeavor. There is no ideal, single, fixed gapcost 344
for an alignment such as this because we are dealing with a heterogeneous assortment of regions. 345
Sensitivity analyses require that at least some of the analyses are appropriate. But when we look 346 at rRNA data, where the gap regions are clustered, we can see that one gapcosts will work well 347 for one region, and poorly for another. By changing the gapcost, other regions may be well 348 an ILD test to maximize congruence between 12S rRNA and 16S rRNA datasets in optimizing 363 gapcosts with gap-extension costs (the cost of inserting additional gaps, once an initial gap has 364 been inserted). Figure 7 shows the shape of this "peak". The problem here is that there was a 365 relatively flat plane of inverse ILD scores, and a single sharp spike, where 366 gapcosts=extendcosts=1. Unlike the "single hump distribution", this kind of distribution does 367 not instill confidence that the best gapcost, relative to the extendcost, has been discovered, 368
because an even higher spike may exist among the infinite combinations of parameters that were 369 not explored. Other studies have also found it difficult to select parameters with sensitivity 370 analyses (Wheeler, 1995 
Non-independence of indels 388
One of the reasons that gapcosts are arbitrary is that we really don't have a reasonable 389 model for insertions and deletions. One of the most unreasonable assumptions behind many of 390 the existing algorithms is that multiple adjacent indel positions are all independent of one-391 another, when they may have resulted from a single event. Simmons and Ochoterena (2000) 392 discuss at length the problems with non-independence of gaps and the problems with treating 393 individual gaps as 5 th state characters. They convincingly argue that contiguous gap positions 394 are most parsimoniously interpreted as the result of a single event, and propose a system for 395 coding them. Figure 8 offers an example of how we do not know the history of events that led to 396 the present condition. However, we do know a number of things with certainty; first, this is a 397 region of compositional bias (82% AT), and second, this is a region in which gaps of multiple 398 lengths have accumulated among these and many other taxa. We also know that this same 399 region is hypervariable and hard to align in a wide range of taxa. In an example taken from 400 caddisfly (Insecta: Trichoptera) rRNA, we can see that the sequences from Anchitrichia and 401
Brysopteryx (Hydroptilidae, Hydroptilinae) are much longer than those from Paleagepetus andPtilocolepus (Hydroptilidae, Ptilocolepinae). If we treat each of the gaps as fifth-state 403 characters, that is, as if they were independent of one-another, then that would mean that 404 ptilocolepines share 24 independent deletions, relative to Matrioptila. Such a treatment of the 405 data is outrageously non-parsimonious. It would be more parsimonious to assume that there was 406 a large insertion of multiple nucleotides in Hydroptilinae, followed by subsequent modifications. 407
Although the alignment of this region is ambiguous, it gives strong hints about relationships. 408
The nucleotides between the brackets give strong support to the monophyly of Rhyacophila, and 409 the large insert present in the Hydroptilines is likely homologous, since it is long and complex, 410
and there are conserved motifs that indicate a common origin. Yet for one to infer dozens of 411 synapomorphies from this rapidly changing, unalignable mess, one would have to disregard 412 common sense and assume that all characters are equally informative and independent of one-413
another. Some studies find that 5 th state coding for deletions outperform methods that treat 414 
Long inserts/deletions 427
While simultaneous deletions of 5 or 6 nucleotides at a time, occurring in independent 428 lineages, may draw these unrelated taxa together if they are considered to be 5 or 6 independent 429 events, much larger indels, sometimes hundreds of nucleotides long, are known to occur (e.g., 7A, 7D, 6A, and 6B, are all included in the PHASE program. Thus PHASE has an appeal over 516 MrBayes 3.1 in that the user can determine the best model of evolution for an RNA dataset rather 517 than settle for only one RNA model (perhaps with slight modifications). We have heard that 518 MrBayes 4.0, soon to be released, will contain additional rRNA models. 519 Doublet models are thus related to the alignment issue in that, alignments performed 520 within a structural context provide a template that allows for a more realistic modeling of the 521 evolution of these complex biological molecules. Intuitively, they are more desirable to the 522 evolutionary biologist. However, it is not our intention here to criticize the algorithmic approach 523 to alignment just because more biologically sound methods exist. On the contrary, we fully 524 support and prefer algorithmic methods, as long as the algorithm that is applied has some 525 grounding in biological reality. [I wonder if we should expand on this and cite the growing 526 structure algorithm work?-JJG] Current methods that ignore the properties of rRNA are not 527 biologically grounded. We hope that in pointing out the challenges faced by current methods, 528 that we will accelerate the implementation of algorithmic methods, and eventually eliminate the 529 difficult, tedious, and non-repeatable manual alignments. Before this can happen however, if 530 you favor phylogenetic hypotheses that are meaningful and predictive, then manual approaches 531
should not be eliminated until algorithmic methods can be shown to outperform them. 532
Replacement should not occur, just because a new method remedies some of the problems, and is 533 "cool", new, and computationally expensive. 534
535
ARE STRUCTURAL INFERENCES JUSTIFIED?
536
One of the criticisms of rRNA structural inferences is that they are inferences, not direct 537 observations. Despite great efforts in cryo-electron microscopy (e.g., Frank (that is a zero, followed by a decimal point, 21 zeros, then an 8). Adding the thousands of 554 observed compensatory substitutions among all taxa, one arrives at a number so small that the 555 human mind (even among mathematicians who are experienced in thinking about really small 556 numbers) cannot come close to even imagining these numbers in a meaningful way. When one 557 considers how tenuous the whole process of phylogenetic inference is (where we never "know" 558 anything, and the best we can do is come up with a reasonable "guess", where our data are 559 consistent with our hypotheses, given our assumptions), it seems absurd to argue over whether it 560 is safe to assume whether structural constraints that have a virtually zero (but not "technically" 561 zero) probability of being random should be abandoned on philosophical (or other) grounds. We 562 also note that amino acids are routinely used to check alignments, even though few if any of 563 these studies bother to experimentally demonstrate that the genetic code for the taxa of interest is 564 the same as the model taxa. algorithms that were designed for one purpose, and then used for phylogenetics. He argues that 573 many of the problems we face in alignments stem from a failure to recognize that the program is 574 neither designed nor suited for phylogenetic inference. Whereas we had noticed these problems, 575
we has assumed that some smart person out there must have some reasonable solution to 576 phylogenetic alignment; we just haven't read about it yet. Morrison (2006) presents a radical 577 new view, stating that; "Our objective should be biological plausibility rather than mathematical 578 optimality". With respect to alignments, we are in complete agreement with this statement. 579
Algorithms that currently align sequences with the goal of reaching a mathematical optimum 580 may fail for phylogenetics if they do not simulate biological reality. 581 582
Perceived advantages of algorithms 583
Much about alignment has simply been assumed, without question. One's preferences, 584 alluded to in the introduction, seem more a matter of culture and tradition than experimentally 585 justified or even thoughtfully-considered criteria. It seems intuitively obvious that computers are 586 more objective at making alignment decisions than manual alignments. Are they? No, not if the 587 computer requires arbitrary input parameters. The following comparison should be made. 588
Consider a thoughtful systematist, thinking about homology under a series of structural and 589 evolutionary constraints. Contrast this to another reasonable systematist who believes that 590 homology is best decided objectively with a repeatable optimality criterion implemented by a 591 computer. The former my fail through carelessness. The latter may fail when the computer 592 program is actually an irrational black box. Input parameters, such as gapcosts, assigned by the 593 investigator, determine phylogenetic hypotheses. If these input parameters are arbitrary, then 594 justifying algorithmic approaches over manual ones under a criterion of "objectivity" is almost 595 impossible to argue. One must justify each of the parameters that influence the analysis. Yet the 596 argument continues. We believe that if input parameters are arbitrary and unpredictable, then 597 alignment methods that use them are also arbitrary and unpredictable. To submit one's data to an 598 algorithm, with no regard for the implications of such an action, is to transfer subjective (and 599 thoughtful) decisions about homology from the human investigator to subjective (and careless) 600 decisions about gapcost determination. Algorithmic methods are not objective if input 601 parameters are subjectively determined. 602
Another perceived advantage of algorithmic methods is that they are easier than structural 603 alignments. In our experience, many investigators accept that structural alignments make sense 604 but they do not make the effort to perform them because they assume that their Clustal alignment 605 is "good enough", and that a few alignment errors generated by the algorithm will be over-ridden 606 by the mass of signal in their data. We find this cavalier attitude toward homology to be 607 surprising, when we consider the effort and expense that goes into collecting the sequences. In 608 our opinion, it is always worth the effort to align the data with care. As systematists, we are 609 often are more interested in resolving controversial nodes and not so interested in re-610 corroborating well-established relationships. Controversial internodes are often 611 characteristically short, and may be difficult to recover by any means with a variety of datasets. 612
It may be that the characters we discard, because the easy method is applied, are the only ones to 613 inform us. Or more likely, the few characters that inform us about a short internode are 614 overwhelmed by a mass of poorly aligned noise. We could never know how a careful alignment 615 would influence our results without the effort. Those who support sensitivity analyses to 616 optimize parameters with POY would probably agree with us on this point, as they perform 617 months of analysis time on parallel processors or super clusters. Careful alignment, whether 618 performed by hand or computer, takes time, effort, and expertise. We reject the argument that 619 carefully performed algorithmic methods are "easier", and let the reader decide if "fast and 620 careless" alignments are defendable. 621
An example of accuracy and repeatability 622
If algorithmic methods could be shown to be more accurate than manual alignments, then 623 we might be able to overlook the possibility that arbitrary parameter selection may sometimes 624 lead to unpredictable hypotheses. This is not the case however. Many empirical comparisons 625 have shown that manual alignments tend to recover more reasonable phylogenies (Kjer, 1995 Phylogenies are hypotheses to be tested, accepted, or refuted by 629 subsequent hypotheses. We never "know the truth". Such hypotheses may be accepted on the 630 grounds that they generally equate to the recovery of expected or corroborated relationships with 631 phylogenetic accuracy. A compelling case can be made for phylogenies generated from 632 manually aligned datasets. Time after time we recover "more reasonable" phylogenetic 633 hypotheses from carefully aligned data, (while at the same time, analyses justified only on 634 epistemological consistency continue to produce "unexpected" hypotheses). Admittedly, these 635 empirical studies can only provide points for discussion. To demonstrate accuracy we need 636 either known phylogenies from experimentally manipulated systems (like sampling rapidly 637 evolving viruses (Hillis and Bull, 1993)), or simulation studies were we know the history of 638 insertions and deletions in a simulated dataset. However, there are problems with both of these 639 approaches, and these problems stem from the nature of rRNA. Viruses do not possess rRNA, so 640 problems specific to rRNA alignment cannot be addressed with manipulated viral sequences. 641
Simulation studies are only as good as the model used to simulate the data. Currently, our ability 642 to model insertions and deletions is limited and unrealistic. While it is possible to insert gaps 643 into a simulated sequence, any model that assumes that gaps are independent of one-another, and 644 randomly distributed is not capturing the essence of what is happening in rRNA, where 645 insertions and deletions are frequently multiple nucleotides in lengths, and strongly clustered in 646 variable regions. An accurate model of rRNA evolution would require a proportion of the sites 647 to be covarying, gaps to be non-independent, and substitution rates and length heterogeneity to 648 be regionally variable. Without these characteristic features of rRNA built into the simulation, 649 any generalizations drawn from these studies must be understood to be only crude 650 approximations of biological reality. 651
We suggest a reasonable empirical solution to the assessment of accuracy in Kjer et al. 652 (2007a Kjer et al. 652 ( , 2007b . Although accuracy cannot be fully explored with empirical data, we see at least 653 one example where an "expected tree" is justified. For taxa whose entire mitochondrial genomes 654 are sequenced, it can be expected that partitions of the data share the same history. We suggest 655 that relationships that are corroborated with both nuclear genes and morphology are candidates 656 for identifying sets of phylogenetic expectations from the mitochondrial data. If these 657 independently corroborated nodes are also supported by the combined mitochondrial genome 658 data, then these relationships could be used to assess alignment strategies of any partitions of the 659 data, such as the 12S and 16S mitochondrial rRNAs. Kjer tree", but merely a tree that is recovered by the entire dataset, and corroborated by multiple 668 independent sources. By definition, partitions of the same linked dataset contain less data. It is 669 therefore reasonable to use a tree derived from 10 times the number of linked nucleotides in 670 order to test alignment accuracy. There is a risk to judging an alignment method according to 671 this sort of phylogenetic expectation. Namely, the risk would be that the "expected tree" was 672 later shown to be inconsistent with a tree derived by some future, superior method. As such, the 673 results from the experiment could be modified by the new phylogenetic expectations. In other 674 words, if one is transparent about how phylogenetic expectations are used to assess alignment 675 performance, then conclusions can easily be overturned with future illumination. Science is 676 about laying out ones assumptions, and testing hypotheses according to whether or not the data 677 fit those assumptions. 678 679 [ Figure 9 ] 680 Figure 9 . Expected tree, generated from analysis of the entire mitochondrial genome. Branch 681 lengths calculated with likelihood, with a GTR+I+G model . 682 683
684
The experimental design of was simple. The 16S rRNA sequences from 685 the taxa shown in Figure 9 were assembled, the taxon names were disguised, the taxon order was 686 shuffled within the matrix. The masked data were then sent to three investigators with simple 687 instructions; "Align these data with secondary structure, and also with POY". It was predicted 688 that if secondary structure could provide a reasonable means of homology assessment, then 689 different investigators would come to similar decisions about structurally influenced homology. 690
More simply stated, if the structures were real, we would all find them, and structurally aligned 691 data would lead to similar phylogenetic conclusions among investigators, because they would be 692 using a non-arbitrary means of homology assessment, even if the alignments themselves were 693 not identical. The second prediction was that if parameter decisions were arbitrary (Vingron and , and these parameters had a strong influence on phylogenetic conclusions, 696 then different investigators using an algorithmic approach to a phylogenetic problem, would 697 arrive at different phylogenetic hypotheses, given the same data. 698 Figure 10 shows the results of the experiment. All three of the structural alignments 699 yielded nearly identical results, with the only difference being on a the Chimp/Human/Gorilla 700 branch, (which is a reasonable reflection of reality, since this branch has no perceivable length; 701 confusing array of trees that were generated from the many explorations of alternative 706 parameters. We have already discussed the ambiguity of sensitivity analyses when each of the 707 explorations of parameter space is biologically unrealistic. Alarmingly, even when the same 708 parameters (but not necessarily the same search heuristics) were used, each of the investigators 709 recovered different trees with POY. In all probability, this was the result of an insufficient 710 search strategy. All heuristic exercises, including routine tree searches, can suffer from this 711 problem, and if you start from the same random seed, you will get the same tree. However, 712 direct optimization is more complex than simple tree searches, and figuring out how long to run 713 the analysis is another decision that needs to be made. In this example, structurally aligned data 714 resulted in phylogenetically identical hypotheses that conformed to the corroborated tree. Isn vigor. Regardless, the end product is a cake. With manual alignments guided by secondary 719 structure, we all get cake in the end (Fig. 10) . Repeatability in science has always been defined 720 in this way. We describe the methods, and then see if others can repeat it. Taken even further, if 721 the alignment is presented, the analyses can be precisely repeated, and the decisions that went 722 into it can be assessed and changed. show that when you follow the cake 723 recipe, and pop the data into POY, you don't know what will come out; it might be a loaf of 724 bread. Of course our scenario is one of exaggeration, but it serves to make a point. When you are 725 cooking, (or in mathematics) you can tell the difference between the end results of a cake and a 726 loaf of bread. In phylogenetics, the end products can not be so easily distinguished from one-727
another with respect to which is correct. This work was presented as an opinion piece, in order to foster some 738 discussions about the ambiguities of alignments, both manual and computer generated. We 739 asked one of our critics, Dr. Gonzalo Giribet, to summarize the basic weakness of our work here. 740
"Criticism to be inserted" 741
Naturally we don't agree with everything Dr. Giribet has to say about this issue, but it 742
would not be fair to edit his comments in our favor. It seems to us that our end goals are entirely 743 different. We think that phylogenetics is a near impossible enterprise, and the best we can do is 744 to do our best. We should not be ashamed of pursuing accuracy, even if it is impossible to 745 assess. We agree with Dr. Giribet in that... the "discussion tree", but if not that, should we favor the myriad of other trees that collapse to a 752 near meaningless polytomy? We believe that it is the responsibility on an investigator to clearly 753 present their hypothesis. The best way to do so would be to state "The best estimate of 754 phylogeny we could make comes from analysis "X", shown in Fig. "Y" . It is the responsibility to 755 of the reader to then evaluate the results and either agree or disagree with the findings. For this 756 dynamic process to occur, one must present the data, present the alignment, and justify the 757 decisions that were made. The current feasibility of justifying one's decisions with an 758 algorithmic approach is not as straightforward as is the case with a manual approach. 759
COMPARISON TO PROTEIN ALIGNMENT---PROGRAMS AND BENCHMARKS
760
Protein alignment programs have seen much development in recent years beginning with 761
ClustalW (Thompson et. al. 1994) however, recent studies show that they perform more poorly than simpler scoring matrices when 785 used in the ClustalW program on enhanced BRaliBASE benchmarks (Wilm et. al., 2006) . 786
Further development of RNA alignment benchmarks, better substitution scoring matrices, 787
and adaptation of techniques used in state of the art protein alignment programs will eventually 788 lead to better algorithms for aligning RNA. Alignment of conserved regions (in sequence or 789 structure) is accepted as a measure of correctness in the protein domain. In light of our 790 discussion in the preceding sections, the same criteria should apply when aligning RNA. 791
CONCLUSION 792
When initially asked to contribute to this book, it was thought that we would provide a 793 chapter on the problems with algorithmic methods. However, we find this to be an overly 794 negative approach. We all have different backgrounds, and experience. Sometimes we see 795 things in different ways, and our experience differs greatly from many of the other contributors 796 to this book. These differences are a good thing as differing points of view should be openly 797 discussed and debated. Thus our science progresses. It is all too easy in science to take an 798 adversarial approach to those who disagree with us. It is not our intention in this chapter to be 799 overly critical. We do support properly invoked algorithmic methods, and clearly stated 800 optimality criteria. It is our hope that by pointing out some of the problems we have experienced 801 in the alignment of rRNA data, that program developers can incorporate solutions to these issues 802 in their algorithms. Biologically realistic algorithms could make manual alignment less and less 803 relevant. Here are some of the issues we see as most important towards the improvement of 804 alignment programs. 805
In molecules whose function is dependent on structure, the conservation of the structure 806 should be part of the optimality criterion. Minimizing structural change is as justified as 807 minimizing change among nucleotides. Perhaps a program could be developed that could locate 808 covarying sites in a multiple alignment. Some multi-stepped combination of calculating 809 minimum free energy structures that were shared among multiple taxa, and then confirming 810 those hypothesized structural interactions based on compensatory base changes seems possible. 811
Sites containing such compensatory base changes should be aligned together. Gapcosts should 812 vary among regions. Manual alignments contain flexible gapcosts, in that when a person comes 813 to a hypervariable region with a lot of variation in lengths among sequences, gaps are more 814 freely inserted. With a computer, there should be a way to locate conserved regions by some 815 criteria, and then measure the range of length variation among taxa in the regions between them. 816
Gapcosts could then be regionally assigned based on how much length variation was observed, 817 giving the lowest gapcosts to regions that contain the most heterogeneous lengths. The standard 818 deviation of the lengths could also play a role in gapcost determination, and in data exclusion 819 criteria. 820
The iterative process of moving from guide trees to multiple alignments should be 821 improved upon. Perhaps the initial guide tree should be developed from unambiguously aligned 822 regions, and iteratively move through more difficult regions with guide trees developed only 823 from data whose homology reaches some confidence threshold. It is fairly easy to see by eye, 824 when one lineage cannot be aligned with another. Reconstructing ancestral states to the root of a 825 particular lineage may yield sequences so different from other lineages that it would be foolish to 826 attempt to homologize them. If it is that easy to see for the human eye, there should be a way for 827 a computer to measure this incompatibility as well, and reach objective criteria for data 828 exclusion. 829
We need more information about how gaps accumulate and evolve in rRNA, in order to 830 model these characters. The greatest challenge is that gaps are not independent of one another, 831 and are not randomly distributed across sites. Alignment programs must recognize both of these 832
properties. 833
An ideal program would have a means to assess alignment uncertainty (as in Redelings  834 and Suchard, 2005). But alignment uncertainty is linked with the model, so it is important to 835 remember that if the model for gaps is biologically unrealistic, then the "uncertainty" cannot be 836 disentangled from those limitations. It is our impression that the differences among trees that are 837 attributed to alignment methods, are more often associated with different data exclusion criteria 838 and philosophies. It should be possible to produce a program that incorporated some data 839 exclusion criterion with alignment uncertainty. 840
Alignments involving moderate to extreme length heterogeneity across sampled 841 sequences will undoubtedly invoke some degree of subjectivity from the investigator, regardless 842 of methodological approach . The legitimate disagreements about the kinds of 843 subjectivity that are justified will likely continue. Here we state our beliefs. Phylogenies are 844 hypotheses only. We think that even though we can never prove a phylogeny to be true, 845 phylogenies that are wrong are worse than worthless because they promote further inaccurate 846 predictions. For phylogenies to be predictive, they must be accurate, and even if you cannot 847 prove accuracy, none of us should be embarrassed to pursue it. Given that, we think it is 848 imperative to intervene when it can be demonstrated that existing methods are failing. Reasoned 849 subjectivity, with all assumptions defined, and the alignment made public is far more accessible 850 than black box analysis justified under some philosophical principle. We suggest that one should 851 do the best they can today with what you have, because if something better comes along later, 852 the data are still available in GenBank for reanalysis. And the addition of new sequences to 853 existing alignment templates is likely the better approach not only for the re-estimation of 854 phylogenies, but also for the evaluation of structural and functional predictions derived from said 855 alignments (see Morrison, 2006 
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Ptilocolepus
GUCAUUGAG[AAC-----------------------CGA-UAAA]CUCAGAGGC
1395
Palaeagapetus 
GUCAUUGGG[AAU------------------------CACUAAA]CCCAGAGGC
GUCACUGGG[AG------------------------CGAUUAAA]CCCACGGGC
1399
Rhyacophila fuscula
GUCAUUGGG[AUUUUUUUU-----------------ACACUAAA]CCCAGAGGC
1400
Rhyacophila brunnea 
GUCAUUGGG[AUUUUUUU------------------
